Mockingbird Single-to-Double Stroller Arrangements

The Mockingbird Single-to-Double Stroller and 2nd Seat Kit allows for **19+ arrangements**, meaning you'll always be able to find comfortable positions for one or two children.

**Solo**

Our Single-to-Double Stroller has three infant accessory options that make it newborn compatible, and whenever your little one is ready, it seamlessly transitions to the reversible toddler seat.

**Infant**

An infant compatibility accessory is required from birth until your child can support their head (usually around 4-6 months).

- + Infant Seat Insert
- + Car Seat Adapter
- + Carriage

**Toddler**

Up to 50 pounds, with 20” in headroom from the base of the seat

**Sibs**

With the addition of the 2nd Seat Kit, you can easily expand your Single-to-Double Stroller to accommodate another passenger!

**Infant + Infant**

- + 2 Infant Seat Inserts
- + 2 Car Seat Adapters
- + Car Seat Adapter + Infant Seat Insert
- + Infant Seat Insert + Car Seat Adapter

**Infant + Toddler**

- + Carriage
- + Infant Seat Insert
- + Car Seat Adapter
- + Car Seat Adapter + Infant Seat Insert

**Toddler + Toddler**

- + Carriage
- + Infant Seat Insert
- + Car Seat Adapter
- + Car Seat Adapter

**Reminders**

Our 2nd Seat Kit will not work with our Single Stroller, only the Single-to-Double Stroller. In addition, we are not compatible with two Carriages.

Arrangement #12 applies to 2nd Seat Kits shipped starting June 2021. For questions, please email us at support@hellomockingbird.com

**Add the Riding Board to any arrangement to make room for one more!**